Join CCB FEST this summer for the

Scientific Teaching Summer Institute

August 3 – 7, 2015, 9am – 4pm
San Francisco State University
(Applications due by 5/15/15)

Participate in discussions about getting all of your students actively engaged in class!

Earn a $500 stipend & flex credit!

Form stronger collaborative relationships with other biology instructors!

Learn about collecting classroom data to guide your teaching!

Become eligible to participate in CCB FEST Fall programs!

Faculty in Attendance Receive:
• $500 Stipend
• Lunch & Parking Passes for Each Day
• Flex Credit
• Eligibility to Participate in Fall Classroom Partnerships & Teaching Squares

Community College Biology Faculty Enhancement through Scientific Teaching (CCB FEST)
CCB FEST is an NSF funded project that seeks to provide support and develop professional learning communities for community college biology faculty. NSF TUES Grant #DUE-1226344/DUE-1226361.

Principal Investigators:
Jeff Schinske, M.S., Biology Instructor, De Anza College. schinskejeff@deanza.edu
Kimberly Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Biology, San Francisco State Univ. kdtanner@sfsu.edu

Apply NOW at www.ccbfest.org